Some Essential Skills, the Domains of Development and YOU

(Web of Development)

**Cognitive**
- Problem-solving, Attention & Focus,
- Making Connections, Causality,
- Scientific Method-Testing Hypotheses,
- Spatial Relationships

**Language**
- Communication, Articulation,
- Vocabulary, Grammar,
- Musical Comprehension,
- Language of Mathematics

**Physical - Gross Motor**
- Dancing, Climbing, Jumping, Running,
- Pedaling, Yoga and Gymnastics,
- Coordination, & Movement Through Space

**Social**
- Perspective Taking, Friendship-Making,
- Sharing, Conflict Management,
- Playing Together

**Physical – Fine Motor**
- Manipulating Small Objects, Manual Dexterity,
- Control of Writing, Drawing
- /Painting Implements, Using Tools –
- Hammer, Screwdriver.

**Emotional**
- Conflict Management, Delayed Gratification,
- Self-Control, Patience, Understanding & Labeling Feelings,
- Confidence, Risk-Taking

How do you facilitate?
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How do YOU facilitate?
(Each type connects to each other type.)

- **Cognitive**: Problem-solving, Attention & Focus, Making Connections, Causality, Scientific Method-Testing Hypotheses, Spatial Relationships
- **Physical**
  - **Gross Motor**: Dancing, Climbing, Jumping, Running, Pedaling, Yoga and Gymnastics, Coordination, & Movement Through Space.
  - Eye Hand Coordination & Spatial Relationships
  - **Fine Motor**: Manipulating Small Objects, Manual Dexterity, Control of Writing, Drawing /Painting Implements, Using Tools – Hammer, Screwdriver
- **Emotional**: Conflict Management, Delayed Gratification, Self-Control, Patience, Understanding & Labeling Feelings, Confidence, Risk-Taking
- **Social**: Perspective Taking, Friendship-Making, Sharing, Conflict Management, Playing Together